
I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins 
program.  Origins was a special program, near to the heart of my
late husband, Russell Bixler. 

I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful in your 
study of creation science.  Thank you for your prayerful and 
financial support of Origins… you’re making the television 
production of this program possible.

- Norma Bixler





Either . . .
• Natural Random 
Development – Evolution

Or . . .
• Intelligent Design –
Creation

EXISTENCE OF LIFE



A Theory Requiring Faith

CREATION



EVOLUTION
A Theory Requiring Faith



(Can we prove or 
disprove one?)

BOTH CREATION & EVOLUTION
CAN’T BE TRUE!



(e.g. total non-
existence of a 

“thing”)

DISPROVING GOD IS
IMPOSSIBLE



(e.g. based on 
acceptable 

laws of 
probability)

DISPROVING EVOLUTION IS
POSSIBLE



WHAT 
EVOLUTIONISTS 
ARE SAYING
ABOUT 
EVOLUTION



CHARLES DARWIN
““Natural selection can act (work) only by the Natural selection can act (work) only by the 
preservation and accumulation of preservation and accumulation of 
infinitesimally small inherited modificationsinfinitesimally small inherited modifications””

“…“…by this theory, innumerable transitional by this theory, innumerable transitional 
forms must have existedforms must have existed…… why do we not why do we not 
find them embedded in countless numbers in find them embedded in countless numbers in 
the crust of the earth?the crust of the earth?””



JOHN MAYNARD SMITH
““The theory of evolutionThe theory of evolution…… does not predict the does not predict the 
organisms will get more complex.organisms will get more complex.””

““For the present, we have to accept that the For the present, we have to accept that the 
origin of molecules with unlimited heredity is an origin of molecules with unlimited heredity is an 
unsolved problem.unsolved problem.””

““To explain itTo explain it’’s (the genetic codes (the genetic code’’s) origin and s) origin and 
evolution is a major challenge.evolution is a major challenge.””



RICHARD GOLDSCHMIDT
Evolution of the animal and plant world is Evolution of the animal and plant world is 
considered by all those entitled to judgment to considered by all those entitled to judgment to 
be a fact for which no further proof is needed.be a fact for which no further proof is needed.””

““It is true that nobody thus far has produced a It is true that nobody thus far has produced a 
new species or genus, etc., by macromutation.  It new species or genus, etc., by macromutation.  It 
is equally true that nobody has produced even is equally true that nobody has produced even 
a species by the selection of a species by the selection of micromutationsmicromutations..””



STEPHEN J. GOULD
““I think I can see what is breaking down in I think I can see what is breaking down in 
evolutionary theoryevolutionary theory——the strict construction of the strict construction of 
the modern synthesis with its belief in the modern synthesis with its belief in 
pervasive adaptation, gradualism, and pervasive adaptation, gradualism, and 
extrapolation by smooth continuity from extrapolation by smooth continuity from 
causes of change in local populations to major causes of change in local populations to major 
trends and transitions in the history of life (e.g. trends and transitions in the history of life (e.g. 
the essence of the theory).the essence of the theory).””



MYTHS OF EVOLUTION



MICRO EVOLUTION
AND

MACRO EVOLUTION
MicroEvolutionMicroEvolution –– Change Change withinwithin existing existing 
DNA.DNA.
MacroEvolutionMacroEvolution –– Change Change betweenbetween species.species.



THE PEPPERED MOTH



HOMOLOGY

Dog ElbowDog Elbow Bat ElbowBat Elbow Human ElbowHuman Elbow



DESIGN

Skateboard Skateboard 
WheelWheel

Bicycle Bicycle 
WheelWheel

Automobile Automobile 
WheelWheel



EMBRYOLOGY



MILLER-UREY 
EXPERIMENTS



ANALYZING DESIGN

Simple Observation



MONKEY ROCK



MOUNT RUSHMORE



COMPLEXITY OF LIVING THINGS



EVOLUTION OF A WATCH



the eye does what it would take a Cray-2 
Supercomputer hundreds of years to do!!!

IN ONE SECOND . . .



the heart pumps 
60 million gallons 

of blood!!!

IN A LIFETIME . . .



60,000 miles of 
blood vessels 

precisely arranged 
to reach every 

cell!!!

A HUMAN HAS . . .



equals 500 miles 
of books!!!

THE BRAIN’S 
CAPACITY . . .



sequencing at a 
rate of 3/sec. 

would take 137 
years!!!

(40 hour work week)

JUST READING A 
PERSON’S DNA



would extend beyond the solar system!!!
(if stretched)

THE DNA OF A HUMAN BODY



directs the entire 
development of a 

highly complex 
human being!!!

ONE CELL



““Nothing ever produced by human Nothing ever produced by human 
engineering efforts comes anywhere near the engineering efforts comes anywhere near the 
performance of these biological systems.performance of these biological systems.””
““[For instance,] [For instance,] biomoleculesbiomolecules, which are found , which are found 
within every living cell . . . can carry out the within every living cell . . . can carry out the 
most amazing tasks.most amazing tasks.””
““It will become clear that natureIt will become clear that nature’’s superiority s superiority 
is much more obvious on the is much more obvious on the nanoscalenanoscale than in than in 
largelarge--scale engineering.scale engineering.””

DR. MICHAEL GROSS (evolutionist)










